Expedient Lewis acid catalyzed synthesis of a 3-substituted 5-arylidene-1-methyl-2-thiohydantoin Library.
An efficient and rapid solution phase combinatorial synthesis of a 3-substituted 5-arylidene-1-methyl-2-thiohydantoin library was developed. The salient feature for this library production procedure is the addition of the Lewis acid catalyst, indium(III) trifluoromethanesulfonate, which serves to facilitate the direct condensation of aldehydes with 3-substituted 1-methyl-2-thiohydantoins. Use of this Lewis acid catalyst has resulted in faster reaction times, higher conversions and better purity profiles for these condensation reactions as compared to traditional uncatalyzed reactions. The resulting 315 member library of 3-substituted 5-arylidene-1-methyl-2-thiohydantoin is described.